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MINIATURE FIGURINES LIMITED
What we made in 1972 Others will make in 1973

TRUE

SCALE

FIGURES

FULL
CATALOGUE

25p

5 mm.

25 mm.

30 mm.

POSTAGE

EXTRA

Miniature Figurines take thisopportunity ofwishing you a very Happy New Year with
YET another new range of25 mm. Figures for your future Wargaming and Collecting.

SAMURAI INFANTRY at 6 \ p each
Sam 1 Samurai Warrior with Sword

Samurai Warrior with Spear
Sam 3 Peasant with Sword
Sam 4
Sam 5 Peasant with Bow
Sam 6 Peasant with Bamboo Spear
Sam 7 Peasant with Spear and Sword
Sam 8 Samurai Warrior Archer

SAMURAI CAVALRY at 17p each
SamC 1 Mounted Samurai Warrior with Spoor
SamC 2 Mounted Samurai Warrior Archer
SamC 3 Mounted Samurai Warrior with Sword

MONGUL INFANTRYat 6*p each
Mon 1 Mongol Infantryman with Sword

NEW 25 mm. RELEASES at 6}p each
FN 69 French Battalion Infantryman

(Trousers) Advancing
ECW 34 Royalist Pikcmon (soft hat)

Advancing
ECW 35 Royalist Pikeman (soft hat)

at Rest
Mai. 17 Wallon Grenadier Marching
ESW 20 Line Infantryman Marching
ACW 22 Zouavo Officer (Kepi)
ACW 23 Zouave Advancing (Kepi)
ACW 24 Confederate Advancing (Slouch Hat & Roll)
ACW 25 Regular Advancing (no Equipment)

FIGURES NOW AVAILABLE in THE ARMIES

AND ENEMIES OF IMPERIAL ROME

P.B. 101 Roman Legionarius of the Late Republic
P.B. 102 Legionarius of the Civil War

P.B 10-1

P.B 10!i

P.B 106

P.B 107

P.B 108

P.B 113

P.B 116
P.B 118

P.B 119

P.B 120

P.B 121

P.B 123

P.B 124

P.B. 125

P.B. 129
P.B. 133

P.B. 134

P.B. 135

P.B. 136

P.B. 137

P.B. 138

\B. 139

P.B. 150

P.B. 179

P.B. 183

P.B. 187

P.B. 188

P.B. 189

P.B. 190

P.B. 191

P.B. 192

P.B. 193

Marino of Augustus
Logionarius of the Early1st Century A.D.
Cinturio of Legio XX Valeria
Centurio of Legion XI Claudia
Dalmatian Light Infantryman - Early 1st Century

Legionarius of the later 1st and Early 2nd Cen
turies A.D.

Standard Bearer of tho 1st and 2nd Centuries A.D.
Light Infantryman of the Later 1st and 2nd Cen
turies A.D.

Asiatic Archers
Asiatic Archers
Barbarian Symmachiaruis
Legionarius of tho Later 2nd and Early 3rd Con-
tunes A.D.

Light Infantry of tho Lator 2nd and Early3rd Cen
turies A.O. Archer

Light Infantry of the Lator 2nd and Early 3rd Cen
turies A.D. Javelinman

Legionarius of the Late 3rd Century A.D.
Praetorian Guard of tho Early 4th Century A.D.
Logionarius of tho 4th and 5th Centuries A.D.
Legio Lanciarius of tho 4th and 5th Century A.D.
Infantryman of Auxilia Palatina
Infantryman of Auxilia Palatine
Infantryman of Auxilia Polatina
Standard Bearor of the 4th and 5th Centuries A.D.
Byzantine Heavy Infantryman
Pictish Chieftain

Pictish Javelinman

Scots/Irish Chieftain
Lower Class Scots/Irish Warrior
Upper Class Scots/Irish Warrior
Ulstor Warrior

Saxon Chieftain

Upper Class Saxon Warrior
Saxon Peasant Spearman

28/32 NORTHAM ROAD, SOUTHAMPTON
Telephones: SOUTHAMPTON 20855 WEST END 4651 (after 7 p.m.)



WARCAMER'S

NEWSLETTER
No. 131. February 1975.

EDITORIAL

It is amazing how many people
sidle up to me with a provocative leer
on their faces and mutter "I always

turn to your Editorial first to see who
you are slamming!" Actually, the pur
pose of the Editorial is not to go a-
round "slamming" at all and sundry but
rather to bring to the notice of sub
scribers those things which I feel
should be known and not swept under the
carpet. If in so doing someone gets •
slammed, then I hope that it is in tho
best interest of the majority. I be
lieve that the purpose of a publication is to further the best interest of
readers and I would like to think that some of the crusades started on this

have brought benefits to the hobby in general and to wargamers as individua

its

page

Is.

I am not really slamming anything this month but just reflecting a little more
011 the disquiet that seems to be around in the wargaming world considering the 1973
Wargame3 Conventions situation. When I consider that it was me who started running
Wargames Conventions in the first place then perhaps I am getting old and jaded
when I say that I cannot really understand why people go to so much time and trouble
doing it now! Perhaps, like politicians, they like power and limelight although I
am very well aware that, if handled competently, there is quite a lot of money to be
made in these affairs. I say that without implying that Leicester and Birmingham
the year before made a bomb out of them because I am perfectly certain that they did
not - perhaps because they overreached themselves and they were run with a certain
lack of professional polish. However, it is hoped that whatever Conventions are run
this year that they will take place with the minimum of acrimony and bad feeling and
that we will not have the unhappy sight of rival affairs competing against each
other at the same time. Presumably the organisers of both of the main Conventions
scheduled for 1973 genuinely have the interest of the hobby at heart - this being
the case then they should get together and spread things out a bit.

May I point out a new venture in this month's Newsletter - the series "I Have
Been To ..." This is aimed at placing before wargamera details of battlefields,
museums and the like which can be visited in this country and overseas and which
will bring not only interest and pleasure to the visitors but may well benefit their
approach towards the hobby. If you have been anywhere that you think will interest
your fellow wargamers then do not keep it to yourself but send the details to me -
if necessary I will edit it but it will always get a fair hearing if suitable.

I hope readers will notice the ax tee four pages this month (at ereai additional
expense!) inserted because I dif not like leaving out interesting article:-; for paa&s
of aovcrts - although we baiily need the money!

DON FSATHERSTCNE.

Subscription Rates;- £2.10p in the United Kingdom: Overseas £2.25p (06.00 in U.S.A.
06.20 in Canada - including Bank Handling Charge).

WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER is edited and published from:-

69 Hill Lane, Southampton, Hampshire, England, SOI 5AD



FIRING INTO

THE BROWN!
You didn't think you'd ever see this feature

again, did you? But so many protests have been
received at it'.-? omission that FIRING INTO THE

BROWN will appear bi-monthly, alti with
"TALKING OF WARGAMING"

•\E\i WARS FOR WAROAKERS - Dutchman versus Spaniard

The- Netherlands Revolt - 1567-1609

War in the Low Countries followed a singular pattern as normal troop movements
were not possible in territory so cut up by canals, dykes, marshy estuaries and
broad tidal rivers. In a long campaign featuring sea power, fortification and siege-
craft, the Dutch gained independence mainly through their advanced methods of defend
ing and attacking cities; towns being attacked by Dutch arquebusiers on skates using
frozen waterway;. Mines and counter-nines were sunk in the frozen soil; subterran
ean fighting taking place in galleries far below ground before explosions blew up
both defences and defenders. Maurice of Nassau, creater of new tactics, reformed
Dutch infantry no that they employed a practical combination of Roman tactics with
gunpowder weapons. Maurice believed that manoeuvering and siege-craft were more
likely to gain independence than winning pitched battles and he used barges on in
land waterways to move the entire Dutch Army and artillery from one end of the
country to the other. He roamed the Netherlands with a compact force that seldom
exceeded 10,000 m<;n and when a truce was declared in 1609 he had control of the
Northern Territories.

*****

Edward I used archers equipped with longbows - nixed with cavalry in 1282, and
again at Falkirk in 1293. At Bannockburn it was demon3trated that cavalry alone
could not defeat pik?mon and that archers must be effectively supported by heavy
infantry. By the time Edward III invaded Frsnce the English tactics were developed.
They wore based on a successful combination of organised missile-fire supported by
steady armoured infantry. Unfortunately, the victories of Creoy, Poitiers and

Aginsourt led to later Engli.-h commanders having a mistaken prejudice ownrds de
fensive battle?. This tended to..- ibility of thought and deed until at
Formigny in 1450 and Castillon in 1453 t!"'e English infantry were soundly defeated.

It is not surprising that, ammunition c -nditure in breeching was high. At the
siege of Badajoz in the Peninsula 1.1,003 round shot were needed to make the main
breach from 0 range o" 540 yards. This was a strong wall, and only 6,700 shot were
needed at Ciudad Rodrigo, where the wall" were of weaker construction. At the
second siege of Bhurtpore in India in 1825 the siege artillery as a whole expended
102,000 lb of gunpowder, and used 18,737 24pir round snot, and 12,440 8in howitzer
shells. Bhurtporo hsi mud walls of immense thickness and it was found that the
round shot of the guns reduced this to a "ine dust which would have formed an im
passable obstacle to the storming pi.rties. The complementary fire of the howitzers
was therefore required even more than usual to disperse this dust with their burst
ing shells.

(P.86 "BRITISH SMOOTH-BORE ARTILLERY" Maj.-Oen.B.P.Hughes.(Arms
Press I669)).

and Armoiu'

HINT OF THE H')I.'TK b.v A.Grander: "I have discovered a new way of moving campai 'i;
units which may be of use to you; .1 use bj pe (it is used for
putting round handlebars) ani is sticky on one side. It costs 10ip for a 4 yard
roll '.-," wide. K,y campaign uni " [ueras of cardboard which I glue in strip:-.
to the non-sticky side of thi nd then leave to dry. Then I cut off '•
tape (which must be laic: flat on r. i-ioc; of wood for drying). The individual units
ere cut off with their backing 1" icycle tape ond •• • • •'.-: onto l.h«i paper of
the map without marking it and can easily Be moved about or placed on Onler-or-
charts at th-' oil- if the mapboar£."



Quest Writer

of the Month
AN ANSWER TO THOMAS ACiCERKAN Or CANADA

Brigadier Younf D.!

M.C. (with bars M.A., F.S.A.. F.R.Hiats

Justly renowned in World War II as a prouinent
Commando leader (he commanded No.3 Commando) Peter
Young took part in the raids on Guernsey (19*0);
the Lofoten Islands and Vaagso (1941) and Dieppe (1942). He was in the fir
ings in Sicily and Italy and served in Normandy from D-Day besides taking pa

last Arakan Campaign. He also commanded a battalion of the Arab Legion afte
He is the author of many authorative books on Military history (see Wargamer
letter August 1972).

t land-

rt in the

the war.

News-

(Thomas Aokerraan of Ontario, Canada, wrote the following letter to both Brigadier
Young and Lieutenant-Colonel James P.Lawford M.C. Their respective answers form the
"Guest of the Month" contribution fcr this and next month).

"I am a novice wargamer, having fought a number of battles I have found that the
psychological factor is missing from the game. I believe this can be redressed by
conducting a campaign which is concluded by a battle. Knowing that wargames are in
your military realm, I am writing to enquire for a detailed explanation of the steps
and procedure involved in the mental calculation by a military commander in planning
a military campaign. An example of each step and procedure would be most helpful."

"Dear Thomas Ackerman, Thank you for your letter of 24th July. I do not know
if you have seen my _ook CHARGE or how to ploy War Games. In it I deal with the
question of Morale, the Psychological side of which you speak.

Of course, I realise that troops can only take so much punishment, and seldom
really fight it out to the lost man - though one can think of instances in the French
Foreign Legion, in the Zulu Wars, in the Japanese Army etc., of this being done. But
in wargame armies it is usual to rule that a unit which has lost, say, 50?S is out of
action. One can also alter the scale for very bad troops or very good ones. If, for
example, one has a prejudice against the Spanish Army of 1808 one can rule that their
regiments go out of action when they have only had 40/0 casualties. And so on.

So much for the nroops. Now for the commanders. These are in fact the players
themselves. Jt is true that they seldom got hit, or terrified by shell-fire, never
theless the whole game is devised to present them with the doubts, if not the fears,
that affect real commanders. For them the psychological side is represented by the
need to foresee an enemy's moves, to devise good plans; to know when to stick to them.
They must also steel themselves against the loaded comments of a critical opponent.

The more you bring morale factors into the Game whore the troops are concerned,
the more you diminish the clash between the talents and personalities of the actual
real-life players. But is this what you want? Do you want to pit your wits against
an opponent and beat him in fair fight, or do you want him to hide behind his bad
luck, which dictated cfaot you threw too many sixes and wiped out his feeble-minded
plastic, host in record tine?

It would take me six months to answer your letter properly. I recommend to you
a book called The Art of War on Land, by the late Lt.-Colonel A.H.Burne D.S.O., who
was a very good strategist. Also The Transformations of War by Commandant J.Colin,
London, Hugh Rees Ltd., 1912. "

Other things being equal, training, material, numbers, etc., roughly balanced,
one makes one's plans by collecting the maximum amount of information one nan about
the enemy's strength, plans, movements an.l dispositions. One then asks oneself the
question: If I were in his position what would I least like to happen?

One then makes a plan which, whilst incorporating a large measure of Surprise
CONTINUED ON PAGE 1



We stayed in Sedan and, despite the weather, we did most of the battlefields
within easy driving distance. Waterloo, of course, was a must and we arrived there
via Quatre Bras. Nearer at hand was Bazeilles, with its Maison de la Derniere
Cartouche. This is a building held by about a hundred French sailors against a
Bavarian regiment. They held it for a couple of days until all their ammunition
had gone and half of them were dead. The Bavarians counted 600 of their men dead
and accorded the French full honours when they surrendered. When the Bavarians
burnt the town as a reprisal for sniping they spared only this building, which is
now a museum. The-room where the last shots were fired from has been left largely
untouched. All the original furniture is in place, but only small patches of the
wallpaper remain. It is well worth a visit, but be warned, the guide likes his
garlic! All along the Meuse valley are blockhouses and pill boxes of the Maginot
Line extension. Sedan also has a very interesting old fort, a part of which is a
museum devoted to the Carolingian and Merovingian periods of European history.

We also paid a visit to Verdun and this was an unforgettable experience. The
battlefield has been largely planted with trees, but the trees grow among clearly
defined shell craters and it is quite impossible to walk in these woods. The Trench
of Bayonets is still visible under a concrete cover. A company of infantry were
waiting to go over the top, when the trench collapsed on them and only the rifle
muzzles and bayonets were visible. The bodies were left and although the bayonets
have rusted away, the rifles are still visible. My son Andrew and I scrambled
through waterlogged shell holes and rank gorse to have a look at Fort Thiaumont.
It needed little imagination to build up a picture of what it was like during a
lull in the fighting. On this ground there was an unpleasant smell, quite unlike
anything I have experienced before.

Fort Douaumont remains much as it was in 1918 after the fighting ended. The
only external damage visible is where a 420cm shell landed near the entrance. It
is maintained as a memorial not only to the French who died there, but to the
Germans also. The German signs put up after its capture still remain and many parts
are shut off. In these parts are unnumbered French and German dead it was not poss
ible to bury. To give an example of the noise during a bombardment our guide let
off a small thunderflash, which echoed for several seconds through the galleries.
Four days was the maximum period men could remain there, and even then only the
strongest remained sane. One could well believe a French company commander who re
ported simply when relieved - "My company went in 175 strong. Now only 30 remain
and some of them are mad." It is peaceful now and hundreds of thousands of men lie
at rest there. For the majority, all that remains of them is a name on a brick in
the large memorial building.

From the top of the building one gets a fine view of the whole battlefield. In
side are relics of the battle. There is also a museum, which includes a large map
of the whole battle area and the story of the fighting is explained at regular in
tervals. Most of the notices are in French, English and German, so there is no
language difficulty. But it is the reports of the men just out of the front line
that bring home to one what existence on the Western Front was like. I bought an
interesting book at Douaumont called "L'Enfer de Verdun" (The Hell of Verdun). It

is based on stories and reports by participants in the fighting and one does not
have to read very much to realise that the title is an understatement. We did not
visit Fort Vaux; we had just about had enough of man's inhumanity to himself.

After all this Luxembourg and its magnificent fort was just light relief. We
only paid it a quick visit, but intend returning another year.

"We've been fighting a campaign based on Strategy and Tactics "Flying Circus"
for the last 3 months. I have just got my 'Blue Max', having shot down 16 allied
aircraft so far and survived. Recently I became German Squadron Leader whir the pre
vious CO. was killed in a dogfight with a couple- of Spad ljs. This cheered me up no
end as it means I get the next Fokker Drl instead of him (shades of "the Blue Max"
film). Things are getting bad though as the- allies now have Camels Spads and SE5^ so
I don't sunposE I will survive many more missions." ,. ..--ii 1

Dave iMilwaru.



Phoenix Model Developments Ltd. ^HWJj?
Producers of Miniature Historic Figures &Scale Models etc. ^3Q0J

25 mm FIGURES

(Fool figures 4 per pack)
(2 Cavalrymen and 2 Hon I per pack)

NAPOLEONIC PERIOD(BRITISH)
BN/.
B.N/6
IIN/7
IIN/8
BN/9
BN/I4
BN/15

eadyLine Infantry Ai th
Line Infantry Advancing
lane Infantry Standing firing
Une Infantry Kneeling ready
Unc Infantry Officer
Ught Infantry At the ready
Light Infantry Advancing

BN/16 Ught InfantryStanding firing
BN/I7 Ught InfantryKneeling ready

Light Infantry Officer
Rifle Regiment At the ready
Rifle Regiment Advancing
Rifle Regiment Standing firing
Rifle Regiment Kneeling ready
Rifle Regiment Officer
Kings German Legion II
Ught Dragoon Trooper
Scots Greys Trooper mn
Scots Greys Officer moi
Household Cavalry Trooper mounted
Heavy Dragoons Trooper mounted

25 mm FIGURES

(Foot figures 4 per pack)
(2 Cavalrymen and 2 Horses per pack)

BRITISH COLONIAL CAMPAIGNS

(Sudan Expedition 1898)

BC/I British Line Infantry At the ready
BC/2 British Line Infantry Advancing
BC/3 British Line Infantry Standing firii
BC/4 British Line Infantry Kneeling ready
BC/5 British Line Infantry Officer
BC/6 Highland Infantry At the ready
BC/7 Highland Infantry Advancing
BC/8 Highland Infantry Standing firing
BC/9 Highland Infantry Kneeling ready
BC/I I) Highland Infantry Officer
BC/I I British Lancer (Lance not s
BC/12 "Fuzzy Wuzzys" Running
BC/I3 "Fuzzy Wuzzys" Advancing
BC/14 Dervish Standing firing
BC/I 5 Dervish Advancing
BC/1G Dervish Cavalryman

BN/I 8
B.N'/l'J
BN/20

BN/21
BN/22
BN/23
BN/24

BN/25
BN/26

BN/27
BN/28
BN/29

mounted

ted

NAPOI

NF/1
NF/2

NF/3
NF/7
NF/8
NF/9

NF/IO
NF/1 I

NF/12
NF/1 3

NF/1 I
NF/15
NF/16

NF/1 7

NF/21
NF/22
NF/23
NF/21

NF/25
NF/26
NF/2 7
NF/28
NF/29

NF/30

NF/31

NF/32

NF/3 3

uteil

EONTC PERIOD (FRENCH)
Old Guard Grenadier At the ready
Old Guard Grenadier Advancing
Old Guard Grenadier Standing firing
Middle/Young Guard At the ready
Middle/Young Guard Advancing
Middle/Young Guard Standing firing Nfl
Imperial Guard Officer
Line Infantry Fusilier At the ready
Line Infantry Fusilier Advancing
Line Infantry Fusilier Standing firing
Line Infantry Voltigcur/Grenadier At the ready
Line Infantry Voltigcur/Grcnadicr Advancing
Line Infantry Volligeur/Grcnadier Standing firing
Line Infantry Officer
Light Infantry Volligcur/Carabinicr At the ready
Light Infantry Voltigeur/Carahinier Advancing
Light Infantry Voltigcur/Carabinicr Standing firing
Light Infantry Officer
Fool Dragoon At the ready
Foot Dragoon Advancing
Foot Dragoon Standing firing
Foot Dragoon Officer
Lancer of the Imperial Guard

(Lance not supplied)
Dragoon Trooper mounted **
Dragoon Officer mounted
Dragoon Trumpeter mounted<

Cuirrassicr mounted

ARTILLERY PIECES

For 25 mm Figures

20 mm FIGURES

Fool figures I per pa
2 Cavalrymen and 2 i per pack)

ENGL

EP/3

EP/4
EP/5
EP/6
EP/9
EP/10
EP/ll
EP/II
El'/12
El'/1 3
El'/14
EI'/1 5

ISH CIVIL WAR PERIOD

Pikeman (Pike not suppl
Pikeman (Pike not suppl
Musketeer (Hat)
Musketeer (Helmet)
Cromwcllian Officer moi

Royalist Officer mountc
A Crumwcllian Trooper m.
II Royalist Trooper mount

Drummer

Artillery crew
Dragoon dismounted
Dragoon mounted

MARLBOROUGH' PERIOD

MP/2 Grenadier Standing
MP/4 Grenadier Advancing
MP/7 Grenadier Advancing
MP/10 Musketeer Loading
MP/11 Musketeer Standing
MP/12 Musketeer Standing firing
MP/13 Musketeer Kneeling firing
MP/14 Musketeer At Che ready
MP/20 Artillery crew
MP/21 Dragoon mounted
MP/22 Cavalryman mounted
MP/23 General/Officer mounted
MP/24 Grenadier mounted Mr-ii

ARTILLERY PIECES

for 20 mm Figure»

A/1 6 pdr Field Piece (Marlborough" period)
A/2 9 pdr Field Piece("Marlborough" period)

Saker (English Civil War)

Infantry packs -29p
Cavalry packs -33p
Cannons: 20mm-40p 25mm"44p

U.K. Post & Packing Rates
26 to £800 -30pup to -50p -9p

51p to £1-25 - -16p

ing
£f2

n Catalogue
•15p post paid (U.K.only)
•50p post paid (Overs
airmail)

£8-00-post fr

The Square, Earls Barton, Northampton, England. Telephone Northampton 810612



LONDON'S LEADING DEALERS IN MILITARIA AND MODEL SOLDIERS

^IL'jL-xiKcllii ih;it« »m\\
188 PICCADILLY LONDON W1

Telephone 01-734 1352

We are the makers of the world-famous military miniatures by
CHAS. C. STADDEN

tSS^o!^^ -Painted or in ki, form.

theamTa'rvme^huns!astnd VU,°'" """^ ""CS °"mi,iW'* uni,°""s a"d °«»' requisites for
British and Foreign militaria for thecollector and connoisseur

Plus gilts and souvenirs in a military style

When in London avisit to our showrooms is amust. Open six days aweek
Mon. Tum.. Wed. and Fn\ 9-fl
ihuriday 0.7
Saturday 3,5

II you are unable tovisit us. tho following catalogues are available
Sudden 30mm mint, lis, . 20p

_„,., .Sudden Si mm master lin - 35J
Tradition book ol Model Soldiers - CI 65fpoir free/

SOLE TRADE DISTRIBUTOR
PETER KEMPLAY. FRAMLINGHAM. WOODBRIDGE. SUFFOLK

Tel. Frimlmoham 723708

^ Tnda """""'" welcome -complete p,iCe lists and catalogues available on request.



D YOU AGREE WITH...

STEPHEN REED ?

ON CONVENTIONS

Believe it or not, Convention:; can be pnjoyable, well-organised, and includ'.- an
interesting and skilful competition. Unfortunately, all too often they fail in one
or all of these respects, especially in organisation- The basic reason for this
seems to me that the Club doing the job does not have enough dedicated workers. A
contributary factor is often difficulty with the hotel, often made worse by lack of
any written agreement concerning space available and provision of tables.

In order to organise the Convention a nucleus of three or four individuals,
willing to work hard over most of a year, not for profit, is required. Also needed
are willing assistants to test rules, make scenery and help on the day. Apart from
the personnel in organising, competition umpires are needed, competent and experienc
ed in the rules. To avoid bias either nc umpire from the Club should umpire a match
involving a member of the Club, especially in the finals. Indeed it would be better
if the Club did not enter a team, especially if it has also written some of the rules.

If a Club cannot meet ths requirements for manpower and venue, or is situated in
a part of the country which makes travelling difficult I believe that Club should
forgo it's right to hold the Convention. At present, and as far as I know, only
these locations 3eem suitable - London; Birmingham; Southampton; Bristol and Worthing,
Whilst I believe Scotland could hold another Convention, say in Glasgow, the travell
ing distance is too far for the majority of wargamers over a weekend. On last year's
showing the hotel at Leicester was most unsuitable, and there were not enough organis
ers, although Trev Halsall and Greg worked very hard.

An alternative approach is to hold the Convention under the auspices of more
.than one Club, although there would be difficulties since most people will want to
take the decisions themselves and let others do the work. Three or four Clubs work
ing together (perhaps as a "Region") could provide one worker each to form the organ
ising group who would take all the decisions and handle all the finance and corres
pondence.

Now for some random thoughts on the features of the Convention.

It should be held during the University vacations, since many people will find
it easier to travel the day before the Convention, and those at school or University
cannot always get time off. It will also increase the pool of assistants for the
organisers.

I think it could run to three or four days since a weekend is not long enough
to meet and chat to all those you want to, as well as looking at trade stands, com
peting, drinking, and so on. If extended to four days it would enable individual
competitions to be fought on two, and the inter-Club Championship on the other two,
since it is impossible to do both at the same time successfully, as well as provid
ing time for 'friendly' games, which do not happen at present.

It need not be held in a hotel. If held somewhere where a large number of war
gamers are within reach it could hire a Congress hall or similar venue as well as
having a hotel. No hotel so far has provided sufficient space.

There must be an organisers table, permanently manned by the chief organisers.
This business of chasing all over the place trying to find someone in charge is
absurb. The rules should not be those specially produced by the organisers, untried
and unknown. There is not time for the competitors to learn them properly, and in
the event the rule-writer may put a totally different interpretation on the rules
than is contained within them. An established set must bo used, even if the choice
is limited. Amendments of a minor nature can easily be made for the Convention it
self. A further advantage from this is that many competitors will already have set3
of the rules available, so the cost of rules will not be included in the entrance
fee, making it cheaper for the entrants, although not so profitable for the organisers.

And can we have a little more thought and care on the design of terrain please.

Leicester was terrible, Birmingham little better, and none of the others much good.

ci"::tinueb on fare 15.



1*1 1 HINCHLIFFE MODELS
MELTHAM. HUDDERSFIELO. HD7 3NX. ENOLASD.

Foot FiguresNEW RELEASES-JANUARY 1973
25 mm. RANGE

Cavalry
Equipment

BRITISH NAPOLEONIC (BN)
BN 7 Ensign wiih colours
BN 22 Line Infantry - attacking
BN 28 Line Inlantry Officer- attacking
BN 29 Highlander - advancing

FRENCH NAPOLEONIC (FN)
FN G Inlantry Standard Bearer

AMERICAN CIVIL WAR (ACW)
ACW 21 Iron Brigade Officer
ACW 22 Garibaldi Guard Officer
ACW 23 Berdans Sharpshooters

AMERICAN CIVIL WAR CAVALRY
(ACWC)
ACWC 6 Trooper - plumed slouch hat

25 mm. ANCIENT RANGE

ROMAN (AR)
AR 10 Artilleryman with stone projectile
AR 11 Artilleryman with dort

ANCIENT HUNS (AHU)
AHU 2 Hun throwing lavelin

ANCIENT HUN CAVALRY (AHUC)
AHUC 2 Hun with bow

ANCIENT BRITONS (AB)
AB 1 Inlantryman with sword and shield

ANCIENT BRITONS CAVALRY
(ABC)
ABC 1 Light Cavalryman

AVAILABLE NOW

UNIFORM PRINTS SET No. 2

Trooper 1st (Dutch) Carabimcrs Dutch-Belgian Cavalry 1815.
Trooper Crown Prince's Regiment Austrian CuirassL-rs 1815.
Trooper Chasseur A Cheval French Imperial Guard 1815
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PLAYABILITY - THE BATTLE OF THE RULES

by

A. J. Mitchell

I am sure that Mr. Stephen Reed,like the majority of those whose hobby is war
gaming wishes to produce a system of rules which gives an enjoyable and realistic
game .taking into account the historical background of the particular contest being
waged, and many of the points he raises would I think have the agreement of thinking
wargamers. However, I disagree with his first sentence. I think that a set of rules
to be playable and enjoyable needs to be simple', furthermore I do not agree that a
contest of skill and a re-creation of the conditions of warfare for a given period
are incompatible aims. Having said this I hasten to say that I do not believe that
Waterloo or "Gettysburg" or any other battle can be transferred to the wargame
table, history reversed and profound military research affected. The most one can
hope for is some understanding of the problems of the commanders, some insight into
the military thinking of the time and an enjoyable GAME.

To take ^r. Reed's points in order; dependence on the dice particularly for
significant decisions is something which I like to keep to a minimum. However, there
are occasions during a battle when one deliberately takes a calculated risk which a
rigid set of rules would automatically condemn to failure. Operations of this kind
have been successful time and again in the history of warfare and there should be
allowance (heavily weighted of course) for such a move to succeed on the table. Tho
dice, provided that as far as possible the odds have been realistically computed is
the obvious answer. The "chancer" who exposes himself too often hazarding all on a
dice throw will eventually be beaten by the odds. I have found that the advent of
decimal dice has made this aspect of the game less time consuming and more able to
be realistically assessed. N0 one likes to see an obviously unreal result but this
can still happen within a rigid framework of rules to cover every possible eventual
ity. My point is that where you have two intelligent people who understand the
historical facts of the period in which they are playing will both wish to avoid the
obvious nonsense when it arises and will by amicable discussion and common sense re
solve the point precisely because no sensible gamer wishes to win or even to secure
an advantage m such a way. Mr. Featherstone in a Newsletter of a few months ago re
counted how he and a group of friends play regularly and enjoyably without resort to
acrimonious dissension, deciding doubtful points in an adult and rational way. I
suppose that m the more intense atmosphere of the tournament or chamoionship competi
tion rules need to be rather more all-encompassing but here I would hove thought that
the decision of a well qualified and respected umpire would have been the best safe
guard. This after all is how it is done in the Services. Now a comment on "fun" -
my idea of this is for instance a rule for the progressively more likely jamming of
Catling guns m Colonial battles (governed by the dice of course). One only has to
read accounts of engagements of the period to realise how often the things seem to
seize up at crucial moments. The unpredictable behaviour of elephants in ancient
warfare or the propensity for Mediaeval cannon to blow up, the tactical use of the
lllTl n°r n" 8rmi!^?e which was a ^vourite ploy of the 18th century generals and
used by Napoleon and his enemies, are all examples of the kind of element which when
built into a game gender it to my mind more enjoyable. '

rulp,¥ilh lh* thiT+t pa.ra^aPh of Mr. Reed's article Iagree but even asimule set of
alll , \ I thenflshting potential of Light Infantry caught in extended order in
open country by cavalry.

~o,.< !^ re?ar? *° ^°rld War IZ battles *"inst confess that I find it a.difficult
period for which to frame acceptable rules because of the complexity of the diffe-ent
rnlStt*. t. Weap°"ry and thG more sophisticated nature of the supporting factors and
f°*™ ! reaso"have disposed of my Minitanks. Ipersonally do not think that there
,LZ enJr0VD,en* to be obtained from any battle after 1914- Perhaps unconsciously I
t f from *h! *wo World Wa" because they are still too close in time to be com-
' " materf2 for amusement. However, Iagree with Mr.Reed that Tank warfare

llll^L 1 1 account as many of the factors he mentions as possible and this means
playing a game involving a fairly small number of vehicles, guns, etc., or alterna-
lll/Jc yin§ ?" a diffefent scale altogether using the new Minifig 5mm figures and
1p5!i v uncomplic ted rules. After all in any wargame you have to decide on what
\ZS/J are "qui"d t° think. ^ou cannot be the overall Army Commander and be the
:" vCOmmandor °f each ^dividual tank. This applies to other periods as well.
Lf I ly -7 Brigadier Young and Colonel Lawford's book "Charge!" but I cannot
see much merit in dicing individual soldiers one against the other
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This also applies to many naval engagements where it is either necessary to keep
meticulous records on paper for each ship to show the damage suffered, fighting po
tential, number of i;uns still in action, etc., or to fight much quicker simpler
"sudden death" battles like Coronel or Falkland. It does seem to me, and perhaps Mr.
Reed would agree, that what we need is a set of rules for the really large battle in
volving perhaps 10 or 12 Divisions on either side and another and more detailed set
for engagements when one figure on the table represents 10 or less men.

I agree that the loss of a whole unit on one dice throw when that unit repres
ents an appreciable part of your army is unrealistic and the standard procedure for
melees of roughly equal forces whereby they inflict casualties on one another pro
portionate to their respective strengths with some modification by the dice, continu
ing for two rounds, unless re-inforced, is far more reasonable. However, when a unit
has been subjected to heavy fighting, severe casualties and enforced retreat it is
obviously sensible to decide whether that unit will stand its ground or dissolve in
rout and prbvided all the relevant considerations have been taken into account I see
no reason why the dice should not be the ultimate decider.

To conclude then, I feel that the more complicated and encyclopaedic the rules
the more chance there is of argument - and the slower and less interesting the game.
The simpler the rules within reason of course the more enjoyable the game. The un
real situation should be quickly recognised by all concerned and resolved in a sensi
ble and equitable manner and the mere fact that it is not actually catered for in the
rules should be irrelevant. Where rules set out to cover everything that could poss
ibly happen on the battlefield they will inevitably leave something out and then the
argument which ensues is likely to be the more acrimonious. Finally, the potent ele
ment of luck (which Napoleon acknowledged to be one of the most important factors in
the make-up of a good General) must be taken into account and the proper use of the
dice seems the logical way to achieve this.

ALTERNATIVE TC HCRI'E~

by

Donald Wolff

Host modern wargamern unuelly do net have difficulty in organising various
British, American or Genran units because the data or, strength-, and equipment ie
rather available, provided you '.-.now where to look. With the Soviets email unit
data is rtith-r scarce whicii usually means on t.v; local playing tables a mixed
assortment of "-.roops. A horde by any other name still is....gees the old :-aying,
<:r something likf- it. 'Veil, eventually somebody stumbles onto the needed informa
tion, but seldom *.o they spread it around (at least Tor free). To be an =xoeptiooi
tc the rule, I happened onto various Basil init organiaatioi In ? new out ;f pvint,
Department of the Army bookJet entitled "Small 'Tur.t Actions During the German 0;>ir.-
peign in Russia". This booklet is the result of German reports cap-vred during and
after the war. So mush 'it -?11 that stuff cr, to -the informs icr. ....

A German >uVpoat line oncounter^ a Soviet combat patrol of 5C men under en
officer. The patrc-1 was equipped fith C SN3s, 2 pistols, 2 signal pistols, 38
patio rifles, 2 light inachuieguns ar-d esch man had 8 hand grenades.

Finally, a German ou^pest observed the movements o!~ a Soviet; Ski Company.
company had 1 cantain, 1 Fir=fc Lieutenant, and 7 commissars equipped with 1 SMG each.
?h-^r.-; were 1? sergsanta aiw corporals, each having 1 automatic rifle ..-ith 150 rounds
am' =5 hand g^nsd?;?. Also, the"95 privates had each en bayor.sts
and three hand grenade* with lp or tht= imn -03sesntng simper scop=-.-.. ^hen there
= wire bean of 1 ocrpo-_-al and 4 privates \<ith 2 SMG and ... again ... 3 hand grenades
sach, bu- equipped with spade, entrem-hing tool, k.«o field telephones, and reel;: of
cable. All weva equipp-d with aHi.fi '"id winter •:••:•;
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A NEW METHOD OF EVALUATING THE RESULTS OF

A/TAHK HITS

by

Phil Barker

Many years ago, when the official histories
of the desert fighting first came out, I was in
trigued to see that in the special appendices on
tank and anti-tank weapons, there was mention of
the ranges at which various gun and ammunition
combinations were effective against certain tanks.

Up till then, the only source of information
had been lists of penetrations achieved under test
at various ranges, usually at 250 or 500 yard or metre intervals, and I hoped that
the new information would help me to work out a system by which I could pinpoint the
exact r^nge at which penetration would occur.

So I sat down, and calculated the vertical armour equivalent of the tanks con
cerned, making due allowance for slope, compared this with the penetration given in
the tables, and then checked the distance at which penetration should theoretically
occur against the distances at which the histories said that tanks could be knocked-
out. To my horror at the time, I found only the most general of resemblances.

If I had stopped and thought about it in advance, this would have been less of
a surprise. Penetration trials are carried out by shooting at flat plates of metal
at a fixed angle, and the depths achieved by several shots is averaged out, no men
tion being m„de of the fact that individual shots of the group differed by up to
25#.

The target is not resiliently mounted on a shock-absorbing suspension system,
has no compound slope angles, corners, curves, protrusions, or weak spots caused by
apertures, and in short, is not really very like a tank. Yet even today, wargames
rules are still being based on graphs of theoretical penetrations, based on curves
drawn by eye through an inadequate number of points, which are themselves only
averages of a much larger scatter. The best known of these sets (no names, no pack-
drill!) goes so far as to have different curves for the American and British 75mm
guns, almost identical weapons, firing identical ammunition!

Others do not distinguish between tests carried out against plates at 30 de
grees incidence and those at zero incidence, and many do not appreciate that while
the allies specify armour slopes as an angle from the horizontal, the Germans speci
fied them as an angle from the vertical. Worse still, they treat ranges quoted in
metres as being exactly the same as if they were quoted in yards, making for big
errors at long ranges. A little knowledge can be a very dangerous thing!

Another common mistake is to equate penetration with knocking-out. These a
by no means the same thing. An AFV can be knocked-out without being penetrated and
can be penetrated without being knocked-out.

Examples of the first during the desert fighting were up-armoured Panzer III
being knocked-out by delay-fused 25pdr H.E., and British tanks being put out of
action by H.E. from the short 75 in Panzer IV. More recent examples include tho
1.55 s knocked-out by American helicopters at Da Nang using 17pdr H.E. rockets for
locic oi H.E.A.T., and the recent demonstration when a 76mm H.E.S.H. round from a
baiaoin fired at a Centurion blew away two road wheels and half its track on one
side, smashed every piece of optical and radio equipment, and although it did not
completely penetrate the front armour, spalled enough fragments from the inside
surlace of the plate to have probably disabled or killed every crew member.

Examples of weapons penetrating but doing relatively little damage have been
frequent in Viet Nam, both American M.?2 rocket launchers against PT.76, and Com
munist RPG.7 against M.113.

Yet another point practically never taken into account is the trajectory of
the weapon. Especially with low velocity weapons such as infantry rocket launchers,
at long ranges, the majority of hits may well be on a tanks thin decking. At medium

ore
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ranges, the missiles angle of descent may be enough to cancel out the slope of the
armour, and at very short ranges, it may be possible to pick a weak point as the tar
get. Even he Tiger II, with its 200m-n frontal armour basis, has substantial parts
of its frontal armour less than 100mm thick.

When writing our new rules for Armour 1925-50, we therefore made use of penetra
tion figures only to collect the weapons used during the period into groups with
si-nilar capabilities. Much the same thing was then done with tanks with similar
grades of armour prolection.

Once guns and tanks were sorted into Weapon clasjes and Armour classes, we
looked in the official histories for judgments as to the ranges at which a gun and
am.nunition in one of our Weapon classes, could be expected to penetrate a tank in
one of the Armour classes, and then assumed this applied to all guns and tanks in
those classes. We often had saveral example:? in eacli class, and it was comforting
to find that these agreed well with each other. Where there was no information be
cause there had been no confrontation, for exanple, French 25mm A/Tank guns never to
my knovledge faced "A" armour targets!, it was usually easy enough to fill in from
context.

Cur last innovation was to recognise that there was no one range beyond which a
target was safe, and below which it was completely vulnerable. We took two ranges,
the highest at which the weakest p-rt of the armour on that aspect of the tank could
be penetrated, and tho lowest a', which the thickest part could be expected to stop a
i-.'-onortion of the projectiles. Below the lower range we assumed complete vulnerabil
ity, above the higher, complete invulnerability.

The probability of penetration in the range band enclosed between the two ranges
of course ir. real life increase as the range falls, but for the sake of simplicity

lumed that it would nlways be 50$, so that the target would be knocked-out if
the score of a single dice was 4, 5 or 6.

A different but similar method was used to evaluate knock-outs from non-kinetic
encrgj weapons.

THE AMERICAN SCENE

by

Jeff Pervert

I really e .joyed David Chandler's article on Borodino in the October isRue,
• socially the note:: on the BBC "War and Peace". If the battle scenes are as good

"Oulloden" (convoy moss action with a minimum of "extras"), it should bo as good
••'. (if not better than) Bondorchuk's "War and Peace".

'•'•'• -1 '•'•' engaged in I •• frustratin- eorrejpondenec with MOSFILM in Moscow.
: '•'̂ ','' nquire (in English) if they vou . part with a 16mm print of "Waterloo"

"••' . if course, off •• payment). The reply came back (which
"•••'•= -u •:.:•.!••:.) in Cyrillic ... anslated, it was mr-rely a description
of both films. I m sure they misunderstood, so I will try another approoch. I will
try "••"• '•'•' "• '• an embassy ... J':- old tried it (to obtain the Russian
"•'•''-'-' :' " •- Canadian in .-• couple of years back) and succeeded (they
•ont !hi- film, with Soviet official, for ouli • day ... free of charge).
: tltould a-r. here that tl n of "Waterloo", unlike the Paramount and

ns that U.S. exposed to, ran some 5;': hours
or. the .--croon! One parson saw it in '.: . s in Engli3l . . oil hours)
"••".d reported thai mail • • ..•• tl ctended bi scenes. .
!'ayi S;: into . • . • oine 0tf th«

•; ":••''• '•::.- • • : ": " times, " Lsh" an 5
, I'll no I n•.-. i until I . "; Lan" "!

b-:-e not seen "Younj Wini m" y t, but it i ting good r re (I
ju"t finished Chur . • "} . " upon which the film i

Finally hove " ! :. " rd< - it will be rati any
•'"••'••- tl . • • . -;. ;;. my livin - n .

T will bo in England after Jhristmi evornl wesk-; (witli Bob Brader - ."mother
rargame nut), and will be In Sou . plant, and, hopefully,

you and bhi nee Hull? I 3eem to
remember a nice pub a hlock or two away....).
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THE 1972 NATIONAL WARGAMES CONVENTION AND PLANS FOR 1973

The event took place in Leicester in September 1972 and was won by the East
Midlands team, with Stephen Reed (of Worthing) the overall individual Champion. East
Midlands have the right to run next year's championship and intend doing so, again
in Leicester. They claim that ".... preparations are already at an advanced stage,
the work being carried out by a very experienced committee."

This is not entirely in accord with the views of others, such as Pete Stant0n
in the December Newsletter while, in the same issue, Phil Barker revealed plans for
a "rival" affair to be run by Birmingham at about the same time. This has aroused
some feeling as expressed in the following letters.

"I would Like to correct a few of Fhil Barker's more glaring inaccuracies re
garding the 1975 National Convention.

It is not being organised by the "Junior Leicester team". We ha/ei't even cot
a Junior team. It is not being held at the sane venue. In 1973 it will be at the
Magnum Hotel, a brand now building in the centre of Leicester, in rfhich we have book
ed a 10,000 sq.ft. hall. I do not know where he picket' up that rumour that the Con
vention might be passed en. lYom one of the "Junior team" perhaps! A better title
for the article might have been "The Sour Grapes of Wrath".

To pass on to other things, I think Peto Stanton's doubts about contender selec
tion are obviously justified. However, he- seems to have confused the Convention with
the Birmingham competition. The 1973 Convention will be run, as usual, on an all
comers knock-out basis. I must agree with John Nichols1 comments. The accommodation
and facilities at the Motel were not satisfactory. So this time we have taken a
purpose-built 10,000 sq.ft. exhibition hall. There are always arguments at Conven
tions, aggravated by weak umpiring. There is only one sure cure, a Strong Umpire!
Unfortunately, these are in short .ripply. (Volunteers please!)."

Jerry Groombrid,ye for the Committee.

"I was particularly interested in Phil Barker's letter on Birmingham's idea of
a new Convention. I think it contains the basis of a good competition, but I would
prefer to see the major wargaming event of the year open to, say, four 'big names'
and four others, possibly regional champions, in each period. For a knock-out com
petition, 'Giant Killers' are a must!

With Leicester juniors hoping to organise what must be a rival event, life in
the Wargaming World is becoming a little confusing, and it i3 all heading for "a major
row and an eventual split up which will not do any of us good.

Possibly, -the only thing that will nave tha matter is the new National Associa
tion of Wargaraers. Without doubt a truly r presents live and fair governing body is
desperately needed to run such things as Convention:- if they are to be accepted by
all, well nearly all, wargamers. T hope •. 11 Clubs will join, support and participate
in the running of the Association before we get every major Club in the country sett
ing up their own 'National' Conventions."

C.B.Tofalos (Winner American Civil War Section, Leicester 1972)

"It's a little worrying to read about the fragmenting over the Convention next
year. I agree with phil Barker that the Leicester do was in a totally unsuitable
venue and not very well run despite the efforts of a few, and I don't see the Junior
Team greatly improving this, but I am also a bit dubious about running a similar
meeting in a similar area the same month which seems to be an attempt to doom
Leicester's efforts: interest in the Convention here the last year or so has reached
rather ? low ebb (partly because of confusion caused by National Wargames Association
proposals last year) and this sort of thing could possibly finish it. In addition, I
did not feel that the Birmingham Convention was outstandingly well run either and the-
hotel though better than the Post House used by Leicester did not provide ideal
and so°on!"°n ^ °f """ C°nVention "r'ot enough space, too many looms

Georre Gush of Tunbrid.-e Weils.

*******

F0R S/'LE: 120 well-painted Minifies ECW - £19, or sets of 6 figures (same stance
50p. Send S.A.E. for list. A.Morrow, 127 Little Horten Lane, Bradford 5, York -hire.
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BATTLE REPORT

OF THE MONTH

T"E FIRST INDIAN WAR

by

John Graham-Leigh

;;0?E: Deli-hted by the
appearance of my Halidon
Hill report in the Nov
ember Newsletter, I am
enclosing a report on
another battle which I

»ntly fought with my
wife. Despite the
small scale, it was
great fun to fight and
the report was even
more fun to write.

Please assure any of
your American friends
who might take offence
th t I was looking at
Now York through the
eyes of a 7th century
Arab, who would no doubt
regard it as the work
of Shaytan!

I recently tried a re-fight of Poitiers based on your book, using Ed Smith's
'.-/•.!rs of the Roses rules, with amendments. The French (commanded by me) had about 4C0
fiyures, the English (my wife) about 120. The only changes in history were that the
Dauphin's division failed to close after its commander was killed by arrow-fire, and
that Orleans did close. Otherwise, the course of the original battle was reproduced,
even to King John's capture. The French lost 39 figures, the English 12.

In A.D. 683, Uqba ibn Nafi led an Arab -irmy into Morocco, captured Tangier and
advanced down the coast to Agadir, where he ode into the Atlantic calling on Allah
to witness that only the vastness of the ocean prevented him from marching ever on
ward. He then turned back towards Tunisia, but was ambushed by the Moors in the Atlas

.: and his army totally exterminated.

Thus, at least, runs the popular version. From a newly-discovered manuscript, I
am now able to reveal that Uqba was not with his army when it met disaster. Inspired
by a vision of the Prophet, he embarked a force at Agadir in all tho ships he could
muster and set sail westwards across the unknown Atlantic. Some months later, he
landed somewhere on the eastern seaboard of America, dispersed a force of local
tribesmen who mustered to oppose his advance but fled in terror from his cavalry, and.
having convinced some prisoners of tho wisdom of embracing Islam, advanced inland on
his proselytising mission.

The most powerful chief of the region at that time was Sitting Duck, of the Upa-
juma tribe, who was in a state of perpetual warfare with his rival Running Rabbit of
the Wakahambas. On hearing of Uqba's approach, he hastily concluded a truce and per
suaded Running Rabbit to join him to eliminate the invaders. The combined fighting
strength of the two tribes amounted to some 1,200 warriors, about the same number of
troops as Uqba mustered, the Arabs having the advantage of some 200 horses.

Uqba's army consisted of 200 cavalry, 200 javelin-armed light infantry, 400 bow
men and 400 spear-armed light-medium infantry. The combined forces of the chiefs
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amounted to 700 "first-class" warriors with tomahawks and carrying shields, 500 braves
armed only with light throwing-spears, and 200 with short bows.

As the Arabs advanced westwards along a forest trail, following the line of a
small river, the stillness of the forest was split by wild war-whoops as the Upajuma
braves, brandishing spears and accompanied by a shower of arrows, charged across a
ford to catch the Arab cavalry in the rear. The horsemen were able to turn and
counter-charge, Uqba himself at their head, and despite heavy losses from arrow-fire
routed the Indian bowmen. Further up the trail, Sitting Duck's veteran warriors
caught the right wing of the Arab advance guard completely by surprise in the forest
and routed them, continuing their charge to catch the Arab archers while still dis
ordered by their comrades fleeing through them and driving them back. The Wakahamba
braves dealt equally summarily with the Arab light infantry on the left, but were then
attacked by the Arab spearmen and quickly put to rout.

The initial Indian attack had therefore failed to destroy the Arabs by the first
shock of surprise, and worse was to come, for Uqba rallied his cavalry from their
pursuit of the bowmen and charged the skirmishing braves in support. The combat was
short and bloody, terrified Indians fleeing in all directions from the terrible Arab
horsemen. As Sitting Duck and his crack braves pursued the routed Arab bowmen back
down the trail, a small force of light infantry, who had rallied unseen in the forest
after their defeat by the Wakahambas, fell on their flank. The Upajuraas turned to
face them, and the outnumbered Arabs fell back up the trail before the flailing toma
hawks. Relief was at hand from the spearmen, who halted the Indian pursuit in a
savage melee. Sitting Duck, realising that he now had no chance of destroying the
Arab array, utilised the superior mobility of his braves to break off the battle and
disappear into the forest.

The battle was extremely hard fought, casualties amounting to about 400 on either
side. Although Uqba had gained the victory, the knowledge that hi3 small force was
completely isolated against unknown numbers of Indians cooled his evangelical ardour,
and he retraced his steps to his ships. Praying hard for guidance, he was rewarded
by a visitation from the Prophet, who revealed to him a vision of Now York many
centuries hence. Appalled by so ghastly a prospect, Uqba promptly took ship for
Africa.

Landing in Spain, his small remaining force, reduced by shipwreck and hardship,
was overwhelmed and destroyed by the Visigoths. Uqba's memoirs, written on the voy
age home, were recently discovered and have enabled me to tell a heroic stQry never
before published.

The battle was fought under simplified Research Group Ancient rules with 60
figures a 3ide, the Indians' advantage of ambuscade making up for their general lack
of shields and inferior weapons. I, in the character of Uqba, had no knowledge of
the whereabouts of the braves cunningly placed by my wife (as Sitting Duck), until
the howling hordes of Upajumas and Wakahambas flooded across the stream. The Indian
plan misfired in that, while the initial rush of Sitting Duck's braves was able to
catch the Arab light infantry unprepared, the bowmen and lightly-armed spearmen fell
short of the Arab cavalry in their first onrush, enabling the latter to turn and
countercharge.

A battle fought only with light and light-medium infantry, with a few medium
cavalry, proved to be fast-moving and exciting, and a refreshing change from the
lumbering super-heavy masses of my normal Hundred Years' War and Wars of the Roses
battles.

DO YOP A6RBB fflTH STEPHEN REED ? (Continued fron po ge 7)

There should be possibilities of tactical action, not just line up and charge for the
objective. Balanced terrain is one thing, but symetrical terrain is ridiculous. I
would rather fight at a slight disadvantage than over these identical set-ups where
both sides strategy is determined by the same conditions. How about the organiser
requesting terrain designs from others?

I am afraid there is a real danger of the Convention failing badly before long
unless things tighten up before Ion. -i-ncidontly, I do not like this idea of invited
players (even if *- am one) very much because how does anybody know who the eight best
players in say Mediaeval or American Civil War are? Obviously only people known to
the organisers are likely to get invited to this Birmingham do, after all'they cannot
invito someone they have never heard of, even if he is the best player in the cuntry.
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SOME FURTHER NOTES ON LAUZAN'S LEGION IN THE

AMERICAN WAR OF INDEPENDENCE

by

Mike Blake

Steve Hallers article in the October 1972 issue touched briefly on the Legion,
and for those interested in raising this unit for the wargamos table, a few further
notes are set out herewith.

The Hussars did not wear the pelisse in North America. (This is awkward because
Ninifigs don't do a Hussar in mirleton but no pelisse. Neville D. please note.)
Officers did wear the pelisse, white with brown fur.

Half the Hussars in each company were armed with a lance, not separate compan
ies. The lance was wooden with a swallow-tailed pennant. This was scarlet for the
General's company, sky blue for the ordinary companies.

The Generals company wore a distinctive uniform. It was the same as the Hussars
of the ordinary companies except that the lace was yellow, buttons were yellow metal}
•-he jacket had red cuffs; the breeches were red laced yellow; the mirleton wing was
ed.jed red, with yellow cords. Sabretaches were sky blue with white trim, (ordinary
companies) and scarlet trim and yellow cypher. All belts were red leather with brass
buckles etc. Shabraques were sky blue edged white (ordinary companies) or yellow
(General's company); dark blue valise laced crimson with white chain. Officers had

• herskin laced silver with sky blue scalloped edge (ordinary) or laced gold with
-•c-jrlet edge (Generals). Straps etc., black leather.

Trumpeters wore a different uniform altogether. The hat was a black narrow tri-
corne (almost a bicorno). The dark blue coat had tails with red turnbacks and a red
collar. Cuffs yellow edged white (ordinary), red edged yellow (Generals). The
sleeves and coat fronts were trimmed with hoops of 'crimson with white chain' lace
(Royal livery). Waistcoat white, breeches as for the Hussars in the company. Sabre
but no sabretache. Brass trumpet with crimson and white cords and tassels.

The Duke had n uniform of his own, two in fact, but these would take too long
to detail here.

The Hussars may have carried colours based on the arms of Lauzan; grey, square,
jold fringed, in the centre a Shield quartered red and gold, supported by two grif
fons, with a gold crown above.

The infantry companies were dressed as described, but Leliapive gives red collar
and shoulder straps. Steve Haller gives the Chasseurs red breeches, but I would
hazard that these were more likely the nether wear of the Engineer Company, as blue
waistcoats are usually given with the red breches, and this was the regulation dress
for Engineers in the 1776 Ordinance. I should be interested to correspond with any
one who can add any information on this aspect, or indeed on any aspect of the French
involvement - particularly from Steve himself! Also from anyone with A.W.I. Rules.

WARGAME3 BATTLEFIELDS

T feel one aspect of wargaming that tends to be neglected is the appearance of
th" battlefield, as half my pleasure in a battle comes from admiring the diorama
effect - one of my greatest triumphs was when an outsider mistook a photogra h of ore
of my castles for a real one! Competition wargaming scenery seems to be regarded as
unimportant impedimenta and beautifully painted troops march past half painted I
completely alien (o the period. Houses get stereotyped into single 2l" >: ?'" type
and there are few terrace houses, country houses or a factory on a wargameo"tab.1e.
D.L ches and fields of growing crop:- a ~e completely forgotten. As a land surveyor I
have had considerable experience of the difficulties of traversing or seeing over
various terrains, old types of corn on the Continent grew to seven feet and~olhor
crops su?h as maise and broad beans grow to more than man height. Hedges vary from
;• high and 2' thick to 20' high and over 30' thick (hair-mc-.e.- over ,-:il obstacles
th<? rules), ditches froir V x 1' to 15' x 10' or bigger (LineolnsMre, Netherlands).
W:o\- with ~i:-c tr^nk-d trees offer little impediment to movement or vision, others
nr? virtually i-npengtrable. Hedges, wall:: arc fences ?hould be divided into thos=
•. ro.;sable ••- -.uiotouKable, blocking vi.-ior or not. Ari let us have a bit of variety -
so enny battles soec to be fought or. playing field:-, with a clum-o o; fi- l.reac ond a

•:•! aio .nd to _-;.-v.I '.ho pitcn! •I.L.Kumfsrd.
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A HEW AMERICAN PUBLICATION

Simulations Design Corporation of Box 19096, San Diego, California 92119, U.S.A.
have put out a new magazine, CONFLICT (#2 per copy or (bi-monthly) at #7.98, overseas
#8.98). Beautifully produced and illustrated, it contains well researched articles
that could be invaluable to the wargamer and each issue contains a free boardgamo!

Volume I researches the I94O campaign in France; the Japanese Navy at Guadal
canal 1942 and discusses various boardgames. Its free game is "Guerre a Outrance"
concerning France 1940.

Volume II deals with The Fall of New France in Canada 1759; The American Navy in
1941; Bonaparte in Egypt; on interesting and amusing short story on "War Games" plus
discussion on tho free game "Mir.uteman" dealing with tho American Revolution in tho
North.

Volume III deals with the German Invasion of Norway l'JMO; Airborne History and
development; a bibliography of military research periodicals; the Russian Invasion
of East Prussia 1914; "Simulation" - Modern Wargames Design plus a free game "Assass
in" - a game of time travel.

Naturally rather American in concept, these magazines present a highly advanced
contribution to what Volume I says ".... the development from 'wargames' to 'conflict-
simulations' to 'Integrated-simulations'", the information they contain being of the
greatest value and seemingly accurate. If you /ire looking for the "intense" and
highly advanced fields of wargaming (or integrated-simu.lations) then this and STRATEGY
AND TACTICS are what you want - both being at one end of the scale while the "plav-
for-fun" WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER is at the other!

GUEST WRITER OF THE MONTH - Continued from Pa^e 5.

and Deception, places your forces exactly where the enemy least wants to see them.

I need scarcely add that vigour, spoed and audacity should inspire your every
move.

Yours ever,
Peter Young."

COUNSELS OF WAR - Continued from Page 18.

at 200 yards with a common musket, you may as well fire at the moon and have the same
hopes of hitting your object. I do maintain and will prove, whenever called on, that
no man was ever killed at 200 yards, by a common musket, by the person who aimed at
him."

This opinion was further reinforced by a test carried out by the Royal Engineers
in I84I. At 150 yards, a target twice as high &nd twice as broad as a man was hit
with three out of four shots. At 250 yards, with the same target, not one out of ten
shots hit it, and no-one even knew where they went!

x K y *-x-

MUST LIST - Continued from Pare 22.

period of military history has Casoinating material for wargaming r-nd, laving consid
erable experience in most periods one likes to name, I remain convinced that this is
almost the best of them for table-top purposes. These little 15mm figures ere small
enoug.1 to give more space on the table and yet they are not too small to be reasonably
well painted and can actually save time because it is not uossible to put so much de
tail on them as it is on larger figures. Peter Laing is a small maker struggling,
just as all the larger makers did in the beginning, to come through with a range of
figures in which he has faith and which puts at the disposal of the wargamer items be-
yond their wildest dreams a few years ago - he deserves support.

Phoenix Model Developments Ltd are businesslike and industrious and must be cor-
:1a ted on their decision to maintain a supply of what is acknowledged by even

-ival makers to be some of the outstanding wargames figures of the world. Les Higgins
had an almost unique talent and these figures of his form the sort of memorial to him
that I ohink he would appreciate. They cover perhaps the four moot interesting war-
KSSf Peri0^- English Civil War Period (Pike and Shot); the Marlborough nerioc;
..aooleonic period (both horse and musket) and British Colonial Campaigns-
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MAKE
YOUR OWN
ARMY «

AIRFIX FIGURE CONVERSION

7 YEARS WAR HIGHLANDERS

by

Stuart Sole

Source of Figures: Airfix Highland Infantry.

This is a pretty obvious conversion but the fin
ished articles can be quite spectacular. For the
basic Highlander, the bonnet was removed, along with
the back pack, cartridge pouch, epaulettes and tails.

The cross belts were smoothed away to leave a basic kilted figure. To this was added
a sporran. Then comes the tricky bit, realistically creating the short jacket and the
plaid. For this I used plasticine, first
adding a thin sheet of this around the
waist to form the bottom of the jacket
which can be open or buttoned up. But the
plaid has to come under the jacket then up
to the left shoulder where it is tied and

left to hang loosely, with sword under it.
A crossbelt can be added from paper from
right to left.

For headress there is either the bear

skin or the bonnet. Hair can be added.

(Best examples Scottish Regts,(A.H.Bowling)
and Infantry Uniforms, (Wilkinson Latham).

Officer is easily converted from
mounted officer of same set.

COUNSELS OF WAR.

Philip J.IIavthornthwaite

With reference to Newsletter No.129, with regard to the rate of fire and accur
acy of the smoothbore musket of the Napoleonic period, I believe I have a little in
formation which may possibly be of assistance to those who have not yet been able to
undertake research of their own.

The British "Brown Bess" musket, one of the most celebrated firearms of all time,
could be fired by a trained soldier at a rate of about three shots per minute, given
good conditions; i,e. a new flint, dry powder, a clean priming pan and an unfouled
barrel. Some more expert battalions could manage a faster rate of fire, up to five
shots per minute. However, the rate of misfires was calculated as two out of thirt
een shots, and unseasoned troops had a tendency to fire the ramrod occasionally, thus
rendering the musket useless until a new ra.i.rod was obtained! The rate of fire was
much increased by another method of loading, one in which the ball, powder and wad
ding were simply dropped down the barrel, and, instead of being rammed down, the
musket butt was banged upon the ground. Although this increased the rate of fire,
misfires were far more frequent. Wet weather likewise increased the percentage of
misfires. The rate of fire was slowed down dramatically when bayonets were fixed,
as anyone who has ever tried to ram a charge down a musket with fixed bayonet will
realise; the dange- of stabbing one's arm is extreme!

The more shots fired, the slower became the rate of fire, as the barrel became
fouled and the flint broke up; the rate of fire dropped, as an action progressed, to
perhaps one round per minute, or sometimes even less. As to the accuracy of the
musket, a leading authority, Colonel Hangar, wrote in 1814 that "Tho soldier's musket,
if not exceedingly ill-bored (as many are), will strike the figure of a man at 80
yards, but a soldier must be very unfortunate indeed who shall be wounded by a common
musket at 150 yards, provided his antagonist aims at him; and as to firing at a man

CONTINUED ON PAGE 17.
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READERS' FORUM ™Tw*T™
YOU WRITE

TO US

"I would like to ask you about a problem I have encountered. I joined an esta
blished group of miniatures players interested in the Napoleonic period and decided
to begin to organise my new army after that of Westphalia since that State is presei -
ly unrepresented. However, I have experienced difficulty collecting information on
the organisation of forces beyond that given in the Funken's book and on the Knotel
plates. Do you know of any other sources of information on Westphalia? I imagine
you receive hundreds of requests like this and if you are too busy ignore it - I just
thought I would ask."

Gary Gehrke of 21 Meadowbrook Court, Appleton,
Wise. 54911, U.S.A.

*******

"The thing I most admire in your magazine is its straight forwardness and the
way I have been able to understand and follow everything I have read. 'I especially
liked the first article on "Wargaming in Middle Earth" and look forward to ths follow
up. For my taste this is the type of thing I would like to see more of.

I feel sure that wargamers in other periods may feel the same way as I do so may
I ask for a little variation of the Napoleonic:-.?

With reference to Stephen Reed (November '72) I feel that ho is trying too much
to seek Utopia. There are rules which claim to represent the capabilities of

weapons etc., of their period and, when they arc published, they are acclaimed as the
ultimate rules. Twelve months or so later someone else publishes a set of rules and
the whole process begins again leaving the user of these rules to get more bogged
down with situations caused by the rules and not by the gamer. As to losing a game
because of a bad dice throw, have you ever heard the nursery rhyme which begins "For
the want of the nail the shoe was lost, for the want of the shoe the horse was lost"?
It takes the dice to represent the horseshoe nail that cost you the bar.tle,"

Geo. Heath of Leeds.

*******

"Despite having little time for actual gaming, the Newsletter is a constant
source of stimulation for my wargaming dreams and fantasies! Incidentally the rece: t
reorganisation of content in the magazine - a periodic spo:i£e-cler:n perhaps, which is
a good idea - brought home to me how complacent some of us readers can get, for I
suddenly realised that previously the standard of articles had been declining. The
new reorganisation bring:; us b.-ck to the standard of several yetirs ago (when I first
started to receive the magazine) and Don Houghton's milestone in wargaming literature
(need I repeat the title?). As it happens, the latter came with a reshufflcment -
"I hope, shortly, to be able to place before readers a selection of the literary
"gems" of wargD;r.ing' s pioneer days" (July 1968).

(II. ii. Please forgive the quote: the strain of taking English Literature 0 Level
was so great that now I quote anywhere and from anything to back up a point I am
making).

One might say, what right have I to comment on declining standards, .,L-vor hav
ing contributed an article to the magazine. Well - you have been warned. Witnin
the next decade, but hopefully as soon as possible, I would like to send in an article
on various subjects, probably totally irrelevant to wargerr.ing.

However, before that, a thought. My rules (such as they arc) ore a hybrid mix
ture of every other published variety, and have only the vaguest connection with the
Crimean War (or even Napoleonic: into which period I am branching - successfully too!)
which v/ill no doubt offend your views as published in this month's magazine. (No, I
am not going to quote). This is because I am constantly searching for:-

(a) ways to keep a game short, and (b) ways to make most of the game revolve
around tactics and not moving and calculating from rules.

I.e. simplified rules, tables, quick calculators, etc. I also play to a figure
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scale of 1:40, so it is rather difficult to assess casualties (my statistics show that
on average 1/7 of a fighting unit are killed or seriously wounded in a battle - so far
the average unit (25 figures) to survive in a campaign, even though winning, it should
not suffer more than f casualties per battle (i.e. 25 - 7), though on my scale this is
about 150 men. The result: (change your scale, you might say!) is that morale of a
unit, under fire say, could depend totally on whether it has one figure casualty or two
- the outcome of a battle could depend on the same - but how does one work this cut re
alistically? A unit might lose a fire-fight but not have enough losses to enable one
figure to be removed from the table - how does one then calculate simply the difference
in morale between that unit and one in a similar situation with no losses at all - and
there is a difference. I hope you can see what I an- getting at.

As you might have guessed, the thought is about morale. For the reasons above,
and also because I would think that serious melee casualties would be slight compared
to the effects of rifle fire, I am wondering whether it would not be better to decide
melees only by a morale test (incorporating special factors in it if necessary). The
end result would still be the correct one - the unit with the higher morale would win
and displace the defeated one. On the same idea, the whole battle oould be controlled
more by morale - if this is calculated properly (don't ask me how to do it yet) then
mere emphasis can be placed on the general's tactics and less on iuck (I dislike dice
intensely, but cannot afford percentage dice, and even then have not got the figures
to work out the right f&ges). Do you see my point - if so, any comments?

Finally, the other week I had an interesting experience which brought home the
difficulties of warfare. In the CCF, wo Army cadets were taking our battlecraft test at
Headley Heath in Surrey, complete with rifles and blanks. Admittedly the terrain was
not exactly easy - a veritable forest of bracken, heather and trees - but it is in
credibly difficult to spot an enemy when he is firing at you, you are supposed to be
flat on your stomach, and you are in the middle of the biggest patch of bracken you
ever say. It's all right for the officer's testing us - they can stand up and see the
enemy rifle flashes without being shot at! I well remember being a "defender" as we
fired happily at the "invisible" enemy bren group in front only to be attacked by the
rifle group in the rear!

The best part of the whole exercise was seeing the flash of flame at the rifle's
muzzle when it was fired (ecstacies of childish delight came over me for day's after
wards). It was great fun, anyway."

Jonathan Hibbs of London.

*******

"The Newsletter has improved recently. I found issue 127 very good but then it
had A.W.I articles so it may just be my bias showing! The "Must List" is far and away
the best item as it alerts us to almost everything currently going on both here and in
the U.S.A.

May I make cne comment though on the last "Must List" where you mention "Decline
and Fall". If this game matches up to Avaloi. Hill standards it should be pretty abys
mal! Avalon Hill games usually have a weak historical background, their Combat Re
sults tables are usually rather sanguine, and in general are not "satisfying". I ex
clude from this those Avalon Hill games designed by Strategy and Tactics staff -
"France 1940"; "Panzerblitz" and "Origins of W.W.II". It is to be hoped this "British'"
game is up to S. & T. standard or boardgaming will remain poor cousin to figures for
some time yet."

Charles H.Vasey of Guisborough.

*******

"I gather that a suggestion has been put forward for a Model Soldier Manufactur
ers Show - once yearly - to be held in London, the first one, if possible, taking
place later this year. This I feel would be a most excellent idea (providing all took
part) so that one could see the whole range available and compare sizes and prices.
This -is most difficult today as with the range of figures available - each chap can
not afford to stock more than one or two lines."

John Nichols of Purley.

*******

When obliged to attack with all one's forces, the engagement should take place
in he evening, for then, whatever be the issut of the battle, night will come and
separate the- combatants before the troops are too tired; thereby power is obtained
to affect a retreat if the issue of the fight so obliges.

"Napoleon's War Maxims"
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MUST LIST
The other day I had the opportunity of having a preview of what might be consid

ered to be the sort of Heaven or Hell (depending upon whether one could touch or was
forced to only view) thai wargamers might go to on departing from this earth! It
occurred when I was given a conducted tour over the now premises of Miniature
Figurines here in Southampton - a memorable experience which consisted of being led
through huge rooms, up winding stairs to more large chambers, down narrow stairs to
subterranean caverns with low ceilings in which hordes of teenage gnomes bustled
assiduously around. At least they bustled when Neville Dickinson approached! Making
fleeting appearances like a supervising angel (or devil) was designer Dick Higgs
clad, for some mysterious reason, in all off-white clothing. Then there was newly
appointed Works Manager, Ron Miles, wearing a long coot that owed its ankle-length
style to prints, of Russian troops in the Crimea, proudly exhibiting pieces of pulsat
ing machinery that spewed out a never ending stream of very hot and shining figures.
He also showed me another awe-inspiring mechanical monster, the purpose of which is
most exciting but not yet for publication! On all sides were rack:; and trays of
model soldiers, guns, tanks, ships, you name it it was there in such profusion as to
make the mind boggle. I saw so much and heard of so many new ventures and ideas that
I emerged into the bright winter sunlight feeling a trifle bemused - Arthur Johnston,
the military bookseller, was with me and he seemed to be in a similar state of mind
so that it took a big lunch and a bottle of wine to bring us back to normal.

But I do remember, and I have them in front of mc to prove it, being shown some
wonderful little 15mm Napoleonic cavalry, infantry, guns and limbers which arc the
latest offering from Miniature Figurines. Hot content with standing the wargaming
world on its ear by turning out blocks of 5mm scale regiments, they are now selling
exquisitely designed figures half the size of those with which we normally fight and
yet without a fraction less detail. The cavalry have to be seen to be believed and
at three cavalry for lOp or five infantry for the same price - how can one go wrong?
Even if you do not contemplate changing your scale, send for a few of these figures
or take some opportunity of seeing them because they are really something and, for
about the fiftieth time, I was left to ruminate on the possibility of scrapping my
entire collection of wargames armies and starting afresh!

I have not heard much from Hinchliffe Models lately and whenever I speak to
designer Peter Gilder on the phone he always seems to be so harassed and overwhelmed
with the sheer volume and magnitude of what he is turning out that we talk for ages
and yet seem to say nothing! Anyway, I am certain that their new releases described
in their advert within this issue are just as exciting as all the other items they
put out and I imagine that the 25mm Ancient range will be delighting Bob O'Brien and
quite a lot of the Members of the Society of Ancients.

I suppose we can now anticipate (and hope for) a range of figures suitable for
the operations of the Pike and Shot Society. This is a most colourful period of
military history and one that opens up new vistas for the wargamer who wants some
thing a bit different from Napoleonics and Ancients, as this period has a bit of both
in it.

From Model Militaire of 71 Barker Road, Middlesbrough, Teesside, I have received
further samples of their very colourful accessories which do so much to add the
finishing touches to our armies - this time they are putting out British Infantry
1815 Colours in 25mm scale for the 3rd; the 14th; the 27th; the 40th and the 52nd
Foot and the 2nd Guards. The Ancient fan is not forgotten because there are shield
designs for Imperial Rome 1st century A.D. and some beautifully designed shields for
the warriors of Ancient Greece. When I think how much painting time is saved by
spending a few pence on these coloured devices and what an improved effect upon the
perhaps amateurish efforts of the majority of us they give then I wish they had been
out many years ago!

The latest Bellona MILITARY VEHICLE DATA number 15 and 16 are now available at
25p each and contain very detailed descriptions of British and Canadian "soft"
vehicles of World War II, including photographs, plans, etc. The latest Bellona
MILITARY VEHICLE PRINTS number 34 and 35 cover, with photographs, drawings and details
the Valentine tank and the Soviet issue 76 self-propelled gun variants.
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From Bivouac Books Limited I have been sent a copy of their latest offer ENSIGN
1 - King George the Fifth Class Battleships by Alan Raven at £1.30p. 10" x 8" in
size and packed with photographs, drawings, etc., the ENSIGN series is dedicated to
putting before the collector a series of pictorial monographs on classes and types
of naval vessels, initially the Royal Navy in World War II. The text is concise and
readable, containing much new and occasionally controversial material to match the
many fresh and "first time out" photographs. Each monograph averages 48 pages in
semi-stiff art card covers which themselves always feature striking portraits of the
subject ships. There are photographs and drawings throughout and a large four-fold
spread in colour illustrating camouflage schemes and a fully detailed set of G.A.
drawings. The naval wargamer should have a look at these!

Who better than Ron Miles the National Modern Wargames Champion to review the
"Armour and Infantry 1925-1950" rules of the Wargames Research Group? Ron writes -
"Everything that the Wargame3 Research Group puts out represents a considerable
amount of knowledge and research backed by extensive trials before being set before
the public. This latest effort is no exception and its professional presentation

indicates the ever growing experience that this lively group are acquiring. One may
not agree with all of their facts, suggestions and rulings but it is impossible to
ignore them and they should be considered and tested with an open mind. It should
be pointed out that these are not the sort of rules to be assimilated at one reading
and a certain amount of persistence is required if the user is to get the best out
of them. In a subtle manner, the compilers of these rules have overcome those long
daunting lists that invariably appear in sets of modern rules. This has been done
without any diminishing of the major aspects of table-top battles in both l/72 and
I/3OO scale. I am particularly impressed with the suggested alternative move system
which I feel are particularly suitable for solo games."

Back to Naval wargaming - I have been asked to give a little publicity to the
range of cheap warship models made by the Naval Wargames Society. At the moment the
range covers Napoleonic and Ironclad ships to 1/1200 scale and pre-Dreadnought and
World War I ships to 1/3000 scale. All of them are designed to fit in with the
rules of the Naval Wargames Society that cover the above periods. For availability
of models and prices write to the Secretary, W.E.Mackenzie, 16 Hugo Road, London
N19 5EU.

Still on Naval wargaming or should I say still all at sea, I wonder if you have
come across the Profile Book 4 Warship Series "HMS Belfast" by John Wingate, pub
lished by Profile Publications Limited. It is a slim book that may seem rather ex
pensive at £3.50p but it is enormously detailed and profusely illustrated, giving
the entire history of the Belfast from her laying down in 1956 to the final setting
up of the Belfast Trust in 1972. Mined early in the war, the Belfast was almost
entirely rebuilt between 1940 and 1942 and although only a 6-inch gun cruiser, was
more powerful after rebuilding than contemporary 8-inch gunships. She took part in
the sinking of the Scharnhorst and was the last and probably the best British
cruiser. Any Naval wargamer who wants information about the wartime cruisers and
particularly anyone who wants to model the Belfast, will find this book absolutely
essential.

The Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington D.C.
20402, U.S.A., sell a set of prints THE AMERICAN SOLDIER. These sets are of ten
prints each covering 177.1-1855; I86I-I963 and 1775-1965- From the same source it
10 also possible to obtain a large amount of material of interest to wargamers such
as monograms on battle sites, military histories, official histories of American
involvement in the two World Wars, etc. For readers in North America a list may be
obtained free; overseas readers should send an International Reply Coupon and ask
for Price List 50 American History.

This issue contains advertisements placed by a number of the best known model
soldier manufacturers, many of whom have faithfully supported Wargamer's Newsletter
for a very long time. It is only by such financial support that we are able to
carry on in an era of rising costs and corresponding difficulties. This month I am
delighted to have two relatively new adverts from Phoenix Model Developments Ltd of
Northampton and from Peter Laing. Both of these makers have justifiable claims to
prominence - Phoenix because they are continuing with the range of outstanding 20
and 25mm figures designed by the late Les Higgins while Peter Laing is a pioneer in
the new 15mm scale wargames figures and his beautifully designed miniatures have a
remarkable definition for such a small scale. So far he is concentrating on the
Marlborough period and his latest items for January are listed in his advert. This

CONTINUED ON PAGE 17



TANKS THAT
HOLD NO WATER

^GUINNESS BOOK*

Tank
facts andFeats

In 1915 someone came up with the
idea of calling them water tanks.

For disguise.
Nobody was fooled for long, but the
name stuck.
The Guinness Book of Tank Facts
and Feats tells you that and everything
else about tanks—the full story with
figures, diagrams and colour
illustrations.
It's written by men who rode in,
fought in and helped build tanks.
So you'll find authentic
information that only men with
first hand experience would have
about the largest, smallest, fastest,
oldest, lightest, most complex and
most formidable tanks ever.

THE GUINNESS BOOK OF
TANK FACTS AND FEATS

U.K. Retail Price £2.75

Guinness Superlatives Ltd.,
2 Cecil Court, London Road,
Enfield, Middlesex.

new from (iUINI J El
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15 mm Figures
PETER LAING. 11 BOUNDS OAK WAY.
SOUTHBOROUGH. TUNBRIDGE WELLS. KENT

P161 Grenadier marching (mitre)
F102 Private marching (tricorn)
F103 Hautboy marching (tricorn)
F1C4 Drummer marching (tricorn)
FlOp Officer with standard, marching
F106 Officer with halfpike, marching
F107 Sergeant standing, with halbert (mitre)
F1C8 Grenadier firing (mitre)
F1C9 Private firing (tricorn)
F110 Grenadier standing, shoulder (mitre)
Fill Private standing, shoulder (tricorn)
F112 Drummer standing (tricorn)
F113 Officer with standard, standing
F114 Officer with halfpike, standing
F115 Sergeant standing, halbert (tricorn)
A101 Gunner with -wheelbarrow

A102 Gunner with sponge horizontal
A1C3 Gunner with handspike
A104 Gunner with port fire
A105 Gunner with sponge vertical
A106 Drover with whip) walking
A107 6 par cannon (4 part kit)
A1C8 Limber (3 part kit)
AIC9 Ficneer with pick
AllO Pioneer with shovel

Alll Tuyibrel cart (3 part Kit)
MIDI Dragoon, musket slung, horse walking
M102 Dragoon, musket at port, horso walking
M103 Mounted officer, horse standing
L'.1C4 Draught horse, walking
1T105 Cavalry, drawn sword, charging
M1C6 Mounted drucmer, horse walking
11107 Counted trunpeter, horse walKing
K1C8 Draught horse, standing
MIC9 Bavarian cuirassier, horse walking

4p
4p
4p
4p
4p
4p
4p
4p
4p
4p

4P
4p
4p
4p
4P
8p
4p
4p
4P
4P
4P

I6p
12p

4P
4p

I6p
8P
8p
8P
8p
8p
8p
8P
8p

Post & Package extra, cash with order
Orders up to and including £1 12p

11 £2 14p
" " " " " £3 16p
" » " " " £4.......18p

Orders over £4 post free.
Trade enquiries welcomed.
Send long SAE for sample and further details.

11, BOUHDS OAK WAY, SOUTHBORCUGH, TUNBRIDGE BELLS, KENT.

NEW ITEMS FOR

JANUARY

A109 PIONEER WITH PICK 4p
A110 PIONEER WITH SHOVEL 4p
A111 PIONEER'S TUMBREL

CART (3-part kit) 16p
M108 DRAUGHT HORSE.

STANDING 8p
M109 MOUNTED BAVARIAN

CUIRASSIER 8p

MARLBOROUGH

PERIOD



Book Reviews

Every now and then something happens that is out
of the usual run and which brings unexpected pleasure
to the wargamer and military collector. Such an event
occurred this week when I received two books THE DOWN
FALL OF LOBENGULA and WITH THE MOUNTED INFANTRY AND
THE MASHONALAND FIELD FORCE, I896 from a firm in Africa
"Books of Rhodesia" Publishing Co. (PVT) Ltd., 157A
Rhodes Street (l4th-15th Ave3), P.O.Box 1994, Bulawayo,
Rhodesia. This enterprising organisation are reprinting
rare and out-of-print books on the pioneering and devel
opment days of Rhodesia, many of them being of a military nature that will bring tears
of joy to the eyes of the wargamer specialising in the Colonial period - it certainly
did to me anyway! The prices of these books are quoted in Rhodesian dollars but they
may be ordered through any South African bookseller to overcome problems of remitting
currency. (At the moment I cannot give you the names and addresses of any South
African booksellers but I hope to be able to do so shortly). I have not had a chance
to read the first of these books although I have read in the past that one concerned
with the Mounted Infantry. Both of these reprints are exactly like the old volumes
with original photographs, drawings, etc., and are beautifully produced. The list
that accompanied them includes some other fascinating titles such as ON THE SOUTH
AFRICAN FRONTIER; WITH PLUMER IN MATABELELANL; THE JAMESON RAID. Here is the review
of one of these books and the second one will be similarly dealt with in a later
issue of Wargamer's Newsletter.

WITH THE MOUNTED INFANTRY AND THE M.F.F. I896 by E.A.H.Alderson. (8$° x 5$"|
308 pages; 10 photographs and a map. The Rhodesiana Reprint Library - Vol. 20. £6.30
South African).

This book is an exact copy of the original volume published in 1898, a book
which has long become a collector's item. It deals with the rebellion of the Mata-
bele tribe in March 1896 at a time when only a handful of settlers were thinly spread
over the vastness of the country while the main body of white police were away in
connection with the abortive Jameson Raid. In a most readable fashion the book deals
with the formation in Aldershot in England of four companies of Mounted Infantry sent
out to Rhodesia under Lieut.-Colonel Alderson. The operations of this small force in
conjunction with such colourful units as the Rhodesia Horse, the Salisbury Field Force,
Grey's Scouts, etc., etc., paint a vivid and fascinating picture of the perils of
being a colonist within living memory or certainly within the memory and knowledge
of many of our fathers. The colonial wargamer who wants an unusual and thoroughly
interesting campaign that requires only small numbers of troops will not do much
better than this. It is worth pointing out that this book together with many others
of interest to wargamers can be obtained at reduced prices by being a Member of the
Books of Rhodesia Book Club which gives a 33^$ discount on all books.

THE BATTLE FOR THE ARDENNES by John Strawson. (8$" x 5fnJ 212 pages; 30 photo
graphs; 7 maps. Batsford - £2.50p).

We are familiar with John Strawson through previous books reviewed here which
include "The Battle for North Africa" and "Hitler as Military Commander". As Chief
of Staff to Headquarters United Kingdom Land Forces together with a host of experi
ence as a Commander in armour and infantry during World War II and subsequently, John
Strawson is most adequately equipped to write such a book as this. At the time of
the German offensive in the Ardennes, I was on leave from Italy in Britain and I re
member feeling most depressed about what seemed to be a resurgence of German military
power which might well prolong the war that we had all hoped was ending. It seems
from this exciting book that the offensive had no chance from the beginning but
soldiers in the field (on both sides) being unaware of this fact, fought bravely
under appalling climatic conditions. The bulk of the fighting was borne by the
Americans although Field-Marshal Montgomery was appointed Commander of some of U.S.
General Bradley's forces, much to the fury of the Americans and considerable contro
versy and dissent arose from this move. From a wargaming point of view, there are
many small scale actions which together form the whole operation and they can well
be refought as a single wargame or as part of a table-top campaign. All the informa
tion you need, including the order of battle, strengths, etc., etc., are contained



in this very readable book.

Subsequent to some rather adverse reviews of a series BATTLES FOR WARGAMERS by
Terence Wise (in the November and December Newsletters) some remarkably friendly
correspondence has been exchanged between Terry Wise and myself and, in all fairness,
I feel that some of our comments should be published and read in conjunction with my
reviews. I hit this series hard because I believed them to bo bad books in so far
as they used the word "Warranters" in their titles. If they had been called "Battle
Notes" or something like that then I would have given them a more favourable review
because, for their size and scope, they give a reasonable account of the actions,
discussing informatively the arms equipment and the soldiers concerned. Mr. Wise
has explained that ".... my aim was not to teach wargamers how to play, how to set
out terrain or formulate new rules. This is left entirely to the individual, which
I consider the most important point about all wargaming, especially rules. Indeed,
all these type of points have been more than adequately covered in books on wargam
ing, mostly by yourself. Had I included all these extras each small book would have
become a large one, defeating the purpose of the series - condensed facts on a series
of battles within an era for a comparatively low price. When re-fighting battles
from history one is always faced with tho problem of tracing the basic facts - how
many men, what weapons, how many of each weapon, capabilities of the weapons, uniform
and organisation of regiments etc., etc. The series aims to supply some of these
basic, bare facts."

As an author, I get mad when I read an adverse review of one of my books, par
ticularly when I consider the reviewer to have missed the point behind the book.
This may well have occurred in my reviews of Mr. Wise's books and I trust that what
is written here today, read in conjunction with my reviews, will present a reason
able and fair picture of his series as I see it.

BORODINO - Napoleon Against Russia 1812 by Christopher Duffy. (8f" x 5"; 199
pages; 7 coloured plates; 29 black and white prints and 14 maps. This book is simul
taneously published in hardback by Seeley Service Ltd and in paperback by Sphere
Books Ltd at 60p.).

The arrival of this bcok shows marvelous timing - it actually arrived in my
house on the morning of the day on which B.B.C. T.V. showed the Battle of Borodino
in their "War and Peace" series! Then there is the War and Peace weekend to be held
at Mi3senden Abbey on the 23rd, 2/)th and 25th February when the author Christopher
Duffy (in company with David Chandler, Anthony Brett James and J.Orr) will all be
lecturing on the "War and Peace" period and will be supervising a gigantic recon
struction of the Battle of Borodino as a wargame.

The soft cover edition that I have before me is excellent value for the money
and no wargamer in the Napoleonic period can really afford to be without this book.
The coloured prints include three of the actual battlefield, taken recently with
four more scenes from the Borodino sequence in the B.3.C. film. The black and white
prints not only show comtemporary prints but also many of the weapons that were used
in the battle and all the principal participants. I always think it is much more
interesting to read about some brilliant piece of command/possibly a disastrous /or
activity and then, by looking at a portrait o" the commander concerned, to say "Well,
he looks a bit of a pompous bore!"

The style of this battle and the nature of the terrain make it an ideal example
of one of the massed battles of the Napoleonic period that can be refought using the
5mm figures obtainable in "regimental" blocks. Using them, it is possible to fit in
the entire terrain on the average sized wargames table and a relatively new concept
of wargaming opens up before ones eyes.

However, bqck to the book. It is difficult to speak toe highly of this volume
which, in most readable terms, sets out the conditions and events that led up to the
massing of troops on the battlefield and then describes the battle itself in gre;>t
detail. Personally, I thought that the three opening chapters "The Weapons and
Tactics of 1812"; "Napoleon1? Army"; "The Russian Army" just about explained the
style and tactics of Napoleonic warfare in a more concise and understandable way
than almost anything I had ever read.

The book contains an invaluable Order of Battle for Borodino with every unit of
the Grande Armee down to regiments 1 level and the same for the Russian armies under
Kutuzov - what a wonderful choice of names and units this list presents!
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AIRF1X MAGAZINE - January 1975. Well illustrated articles on the new R.A.F. Museum;
00/HO scale conversions to modern British Army figures; First World War German Hussar
conversion; a Panther turret pill box; modelling the German Pak 38 50mm anti-tank
gun; making Ancient warships; buildings for wargames; plus reviews of latest kits,
models, books, etc.

JOURNAL OF THE SOCIETY FOR ARMY HISTORICAL RESEARCH - Winter 1972. In addition to
interesting military articles contains The Indian Mutiny Letters of an Officer of
tho Bengal Horse Artillery and Marlborough's March to the Danube 1704 by David
Chandler.

BATTLEFLEET - Magazine of the Naval Wargames Society - Vol. 6, Ho.4. Details of Pro-
Dreadnought warships plus an article on early mines and their uses.

BROAD ARROW - The Journal of the British Military Historical Society of the United
States. A very pleasant little journal oT what must bo a htppy Society. Contains
Members' articles on Personal Recollections on the Charge of the Light Brigade;
establishment of the British Army August 1914; the amalgamation of British Cavalry
Units; The Ironclad Turret in the British Navy; Tho bounties; plus a number of other
interesting features.

THE COURIER - Bulletin of the Now England W-rgamers Association - Vol.IV, Ho.6.
Contains articles on America-i Riflemen in the Revolution of 1775; Making Log Barrier.:
for vargamec; Fred Vietmeyer on Napoleonic wargaming; Organisation of the Prussian
Army 1806; a battle report of a wargame in India 1757? The Fleets of the Major Powers
August 1914; The Army Of Westphalia 1807-14i 5°™c Thoughts on Cose Shot plus reviews
of books, magazines, etc.

DISPATCH - The Journal of the Scottish Military Collectors Society - December 197?.
This magazine has gone "professional" and put out a very nicely printed publication
containing photographs and line drawings accompanying articles on The Field Jager of
the Prussian Army 1744-1'0>-; The Black Watch 1780-1800; Print, Figure, Book and
Record reviews plus correspondence columns.

MILITARY MODELLING - January 1973. Another magazine which has gone very plushy and
is no;; much larger in size and in volume but so far as wargamers are concerned this
is a most disappointing issue as it is largely full of well illustrated articles on
tanks and other military vehicles in 1:24 ar.d 1:32 scale plus minesweepers of World
War II and two articles on 54mm figures although Charles Grant give, us Part 23 of
The Napoleonic V/argame.

MODEL BOATS - January 1973. Article and plans for the Italian Cruisers Zara and
Polo.

PANZERFAUST - November-December 1972. Contains numerous articles on boardgomes plus
interesting contributions on The Oblique Line of Battle as used by the Ancients and
revived by Frederick the Great; A Wargamor's Guide to the American Civil War - Con
federate Armies; a Naval Wargames article plus correspondence columns etc.

SOLDIER - December 1972. Beautifully illustrated as always and contains a brief
article on Wargames in Army Training plus another on Military Cigarette Cards with
the usual fine book, military model, record reviews.

TANKETTE - Miniature Armoured Fighting Vehicle Association Magazine - December-
January 1972-73. As always, the journal for the armour enthusiast and contains
mostly printed details on wargames armies for Western Desert Campaigns; scratch
modelling of a number of different tanks and vehicles with plans and instructions
and an interest:::- article on battledr . .

TRADITION - Ho.65. What a labour of love this magazine is! Ft contains beautifully
illustrated article; on the Dutch Army in the War for Belgian Independence 1830-51;
The French Army in the Franco-Prussian War 3870; The Union Army 186]; The Disaster
at Maiwand 1080; North-West Frontier of India 1919; The Army of Modena 1757-1760;
plus book reviews and correspondence AND five/of the Belgian Army 1905 and one of a
Dutch lancer in tho East Indies in the mid-19th century, /full-page coloured platei

THE VEDETTE - October 1972. This is the Journal of the National Capital Military
Collectors of America ar.d, although not a wargaming journal, always has something
of Interest. This month in addition to numerous minor items contains articles on
The History of the Porei ;n ;ion; Flat Figures.; Amalgamations in the British Army;
Airfix Conversions, etc.
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THE NOTICE BOARD

Captain R.L.Morton of 306 Frank Street, Apt. 7., Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K2P0X8
would like to contact B-itish Board wargamers and to hear of a 3ritish magazine deal
ing with this aspect. He lias most Avalon Hill land-warfare games plus their corres
ponding "Play-by-Mai 1" kits. His ability he classifies as "somewhere between the
Novice/Average category.

*****

MAGPIE MODELS, 146 HARROGATE ROAD, LEEDS 7, YORKS, fcr your wargame needs. We
stock all Armour Accessories, Almark Books, Hinchliffe Figures, Leicester Microtanks,
Almark World War II Figures, Kirk Miniatures, Skytrex and Navwar Ships, 3ritish 25mm
Colours sets 10 flags each Bheet at 30p. The well known LS Dutch Farm and Building
Card Kits, Micromodels, Minitanks, Fleetline, Frog, Taniya, Nitto, etc., etc. Orders
over £1 post free. Please send S.A.E. with enquiries.

*****

Back numbers of WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER can be obtained for months of November

1968; ar.d from May 1972 to January 1973 at 18p each (50c).
*****

Subscribers are requested to note that every care is taken to ensure that their
Newsletters are correctly addressed and safely dispatched. That being the case, it
is regretted that no responsibility can be taken for non-arrival and replacement
copies must be charged for - usually by deducting one month from the subscription
period. Books and other literature are packed once per month and dispatched so
please be patient - your order may have arrived ju3t as a shipment hac gone out!

* ****

FOR SALE. TRADE AND WILL PURCHASE: Britains Ltd. lead sets and figures. Send
double postage S.A.E. or 2 I.R.Cs for Sale- and Trade Lists. Authenticast sets for
trade. Will purchase in any amount: Britains Sets, Figures, Old Red Boxes and
Catalogues. Donald G. Hill, 67OI New Hope Drive, Springfield, Virginia 22151, U.S.A.

*****

H.Grainger of 2 Eastnor Grove, Leamington Spa, Warwicks, would like information
on the colours (flsgs) of the Hapoleonic Dutch/Belgian army. And, if there is any
one in the Reading area who wants an opponent during University term-time, write to
Childs Hall, Upper Redlands Road, Reading RG1 5JW.

*****

Americans and Canadians Please Note!

Canadian and American Postal Money Orders in dollars are not negotiable in Great
Britain and always have to be returned to sender. A dollar cheque can be negotiated,
or else sent! STERLING Postal Money Order::. Low value coins cannot be accepted either
as the;/ cannot be cashed in Great Britain.

*****

FOR SALE: Back copies of "Tradition", good condition, 50p each plus postage.
Numbers 7, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 25, 42. Write - D.Clark, 32 Nigel Rood,
Peckham, London SE15 4HR.

*****

"1 im;t commend you on your December editorial concerning the pirating of
figures. The manufacturers aeek out craftsmen of the highest quality arid pay them
good f^es for their work, and have a right to shop this craftsmanship from being
stolen.

Some years ago a famous toy manufacturer brought a series of very successful
"legal actions against persons pirating their figures, the l'esults were heavy fines
and court orders that the pirate moulds bo destroyed. A similar legal action could
involve tho payment of substantial damages."

A.C.Collett of Berkshire.



THE LITERATURE OF WARGAMING

BOOKS BY DONALD FEATHSR3T0NE - Personally inscribed and signed by the author.

"WARGAHES" - The original text book of wargaming. £1.90p. (#5*75).

"NAVAL WARGAMES" - Sea battles with model ships. £1.65p. (#5-75).

"AIR WARGAMES" - Battles with model aircraft. £1.65p. (#5-75).

"ADVANCED WARGAKBS" - This follow-up book to "Wargames" introduces a host of new
ideas and brings the hobby up-to-date. £2.40p. (#6.25).

"V.'ARGAME CAMFAIGNS" - This book caters for the experienced wargamer who is seeking
larger 3cale campaigns, but it is not too advanced for the relative beginner.
£1.90p. (#6.00).

"WARGAMSS THROUGH THC AGES - 3000 BC to 1500 AD" - The first of a series that will
describe types of armies and soldiers, their arms and equipment, their method of
fighting and tactics. Dealing with the Ancient period - from Sumeria to the early
Middle Ages, this book classifies the armies in order of fighting ability. Has an
18 page bibliography. £3.00p including postage. (#8.00 U.S.A.).

"BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS" - A new and completely different book that introduces
the hobby and then expands the subject so that even the experienced wargamer will
find interest and value in its pages. Well illustrated with drawings and photo
graphs. (Published by David and Charles). f.2.50p. (#8.00).

"MILITARY MODELLING" - Is a book packed with instructions for moulding and casting
model soldiers; on makin.;: military vehicles, guns and buildings; on soldering,
gluing and painting; making dioramas and display cabinets. There is an extensive
section dealing with the conversion of Airfix and Historex plastic figures.
(Published by Kaye end Ward). £2.05p. (#6.00).

"HAND300K FOR MODEL SOLDIER COLLECTORS" - An essential reference book giving details
of tho world's figure-makers, museums, prints, books, records, dioramas, etc., etc.
Special edition for Wargamer's Newsletter subscribers - 85p. (#3.00).

"AT TH!-M WITH gjjCj 3AY0IIST!" - The 1st Sikh V.'ar 1845-6. £1.65p. (#5.75).

"HACDONALD OF THE 42nd" - The story of a Highlander of the Black Watch, in England,
during the Crimea and the Indian Mutiny. £3.20p. (#8.00 U.S.A.).

"OLD BRITISH MODEL SOLDIERS, 1895-1918'' - L.Richards. An illustrated reference

Guide for Collectors. ^1.65p. (#5.75).

A series of handbooks dealing with war/ramin^

1. Rules for Ancient Wargames (1000 BC to 900 AD) by Tony Bath.

2. Rules for Mediaeval period by Tony Bath.

3. Rules for 1750 period in Europe (with supplementary rules for operation
in America) by Tony Bath.

4. Rules for Napoleonic Wargames by Donald Featherstone.

5. Rules for '.merican Civil War games by Donald Featherstone.

6. Rules for late 19th Century Wargames (including Colonial ./ars against
Natives) by Donald Featherstone.

7. Rules for 1917 period wargame in German South-West Africa (including rules
for early tanks, armoured cars, etc) hy Donald Featherstone.

8. Rules for 1944 Normandy-type wargame by Philip Barker.

20p each (50c) or the set of 8 for £1.25p. (#3.50) including postage.

"V/ARGAMES TERRAIN" - Illustrated booklet describing how to construct realistic
battlefields. 55p. (#2.00).

These publications can be obtained by sending ca3h with order to WARGAMER'S
NEWSLETTER.

All dollar and non sterling cheques require an additional 30 cents Bank Hand
ling charge added to them. 10$ to be added to all Canadian dollar cheques.



AIRFIX NEWCOMERS

Britten-Norman
B.N.2 Islander

One o' the most successful Britishproduced
light aircraft ever, the Britten Norman Islander
makesa magnificentadditionto theAirfixrange
This finely detailed fat is supplied with optionjl
interiors—execuh ve or air taxi—And t WO
setsof markings
Price 25p.

Waterloo British Cavalry

Thisfascinating HO 00 gauge s.
of British Hussars—the famous
light cavalry of the period—
includes a mounted standard
bearer, trumpeter, and drummer
amongthe i? differentfigures
in the set There are 12
horses and a stand for
each horse and rider. ,
Price 19p '«*

The world's biggest range ofconstruction kits.
Don't miss these AMI* publications!
Airftx catalogue-64 lull.colour pirjei Ijp
Airti* Magarine - ti'must for modeller* I$p monthly.
Air tit books - HMS Victory'. 'Mayflower'and 'Spitfire'- all avaiUbfe now'

Deslith (Print &Design) LTD.. 121. Commercial Rd.. Southampton. SOI OGH. England
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